L-Codes…continued from page 30
Information is gathered from O&P practitioners, manufacturers, private insurers that may already be paying for the device,
and Internet searches. CMS tends to use information from the
lower end of the spectrum from manufacturers not used by, or
even unknown to, the O&P community, Dodson notes.
Once CMS has sufficient information, “They do their magic
and come up with an allowable,” Dodson says. The agency then
deflates the fee back to costs in the 1986–87 base period, then
reinflates it through a complex formula to factor in whatever
fee increases Congress has mandated since then.
Of course, since the cost of living and overall costs of doing
business have considerably outstripped congressional fee
increases, the new fee frequently does not accurately reflect
real-world costs.
CMS follows the rules carefully in fulfilling mandates regarding reimbursements, Michael feels. “All the problems I’m aware
of come from inaccurate data they have received from the
SADMERC [Statistical Analysis Durable Medical Equipment
Regional Carrier] or from inaccurate definitions of codes
determined by the HCPCS Workgroup that mixes apples and
oranges.”

Problems, Potential Solutions

The L-Code system is not without its flaws. Persons interviewed
for this article identified the following as major problems:
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PP There is an overlarge number of codes, many of which are
unclear and outdated.

PP New code development is not keeping pace with rapid
advances in O&P technology and the time and expertise
required in the service component, thereby impeding the
introduction into the marketplace of new technology that
can benefit patients.
PP CMS has failed to crack down on unqualified providers in
states with O&P licensure, which can contribute to misuse
of codes, as well as fraud and abuse. BIPA mandates that
in states with licensure, O&P services must be provided
by licensed practitioners. Depending on each state’s individual licensure law, these providers can include other disciplines as well as traditional O&P providers.
PP There is ongoing confusion of O&P with DME in the
minds of payers, lawmakers, and regulatory agencies.

‘Flawed Implementation’?

“I don’t think the system is flawed,” Michael says. “In fact, I continue to think it’s one of the best, most workable systems in the
world, but it is not being implemented in an effective way.
“The system was originally developed by experts and intended
for the use of experts,” he continues. However, unlike the CPT
codes, which have been kept under the control of the AMA, control over the L-Codes went away from traditional O&P, which
may have been unavoidable, Michael observes. The result has
been a muddying of the waters in the application of the system.
Again, history sheds light on today’s situation.
At the time the L-Code system was created, the overwhelming majority of O&P services were custom-made to an individual patient model, Michael explains. “However, in the 1980s,
we began to see the rise of less-than-custom-made devices.” For
instance, body jackets for children with adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis began to be made from a basic shape or module that
would fit, with modifications, about 80 percent of the patients.
“It seemed like a good idea at the time; you could bypass the
plaster impression stage, which…was hard on many child
patients, and modify and custom-fit a patient with essentially
the same results as a totally custom-made device.”
The O&P profession pursued this idea and encouraged the
adoption of codes to allow certain custom-fitted devices considered by industry experts to be functionally equivalent to the
custom-made alternatives.
“But once we opened that door, since Medicare steadfastly
refused to have any standards for the provision of O&P care,
people who had no knowledge and training started coming in,
claiming they had a non-custom solution that was just as good,”
Michael says.
Over time, while Medicare was becoming concerned with
problems of coding accuracy, the SADMERC was systematically removing descriptors such as “custom-made,” which made
the codes much less strict, more generic, and harder to apply to
a specific case, he continues. “They didn’t like having multiple
codes, such as one for a ‘custom-made’ solution, and another for
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